Evidence from gravity anomalies for interactions of the Marion and Bouvet hotspots with the Southwest Indian Ridge: effects of transform offsets
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Abstract

The ultra-slow spreading Southwest Indian Ridge (SWIR) presents a unique environment to study the interactions between hotspots and ridges with highly segmented geometry. Using recently available satellite free-air gravity and shipboard bathymetry data, we obtain mantle Bouguer (MBA) and residual mantle Bouguer anomalies (RMBA) by removing from free-air gravity the attractions of seafloor topography, sediment thickness variations, a reference crust, and theoretically predicted effects of lithospheric cooling. The Bouvet hotspot, previously observed to be associated with anomalous bathymetry and geochemistry near the Bouvet triple junction, has an MBA axial gravity low of $\sim 100$ mGal, implying pronounced localized crustal thickening. Off-axis, the RMBA lows along previously calculated Bouvet hotspot tracks are variable in amplitude, suggesting the possibilities that Bouvet flux varies in time or that hotspot magmatism is enhanced by proximity to a spreading center. Along-axis geophysical anomalies suggest that the Marion hotspot has a significant effect on accretionary processes in the central portion of the SWIR. Importantly, the Marion axial anomaly appears to be compartmentalized between the Andrew Bain and Discovery II fracture zones, implying that transform offsets play a significant role in governing the distribution of plume material in a highly segmented, ultra-slow spreading system. © 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The accretion of oceanic crust along the global mid-ocean ridge system is influenced greatly by the presence of nearby mantle plumes. Most studies of ridge–hotspot interactions have focused on the Atlantic and eastern Pacific ocean basins, where relatively abundant data are available. In contrast, comparatively poor coverage of conventional underway geophysical data has hindered the investigation of hotspots in the southern oceans. Recently released satellite-derived gravity [1], however, permits the inclusion of southern ocean hotspots in global studies of plume–ridge interactions.
interaction. Moreover, recent compilation of the GEBCO digital database [2] represents a major improvement in bathymetric data coverage in the southern oceans. This study combines ship-track bathymetry and satellite gravity to determine gravity anomalies for the western Indian and southern Atlantic oceans. We use mantle Bouguer anomaly (MBA) and residual MBA (RMBA) to characterize the interactions of the Marion and Bouvet hotspots with the Southwest Indian Ridge (SWIR) and to provide constraint for Marion and Bouvet hotspot tracks. Further, we place Marion and Bouvet in a global context by comparing them with other spreading center–plume systems, and consider the important role of transform faults in plume–ridge interactions at this ultra-slow spreading rate.

2. Geological setting

The SWIR extends ~8000 km from the Bouvet triple junction (BTJ) in the west to the Rodrigues triple junction (RTJ) in the east (Fig. 1). The SWIR is among the world’s slowest spreading ridges, with a full spreading rate close to ~13–16 mm/yr along most of its length. Marion Island, which is located on 28 Ma crust about 250 km from the SWIR [3], marks the current position of the Marion/Prince Edward plume (hereafter referred to as the Marion plume) [4,5]. Bouvet Island lies on 7 Ma crust [3], approximately 300 km to the east of the BTJ and 55 km from the nearest segment of the SWIR. Several recent papers have investigated whether Bouvet Island or Spiess Seamount, located between the BTJ and Bouvet Island, is the position of the Bouvet plume (e.g. [6–8]). However, this question has not yet been resolved, so we will place the plume at Bouvet Island unless otherwise noted.

The configuration of the SWIR varies significantly along its strike, and the ridge may be divided into a number of subsections based on geometry and spreading history (Fig. 1). The first subsection extends from the BTJ to 10°E and is characterized by short ridge segments and closely spaced transforms. This geometry is more or less mirrored by conjugate sections on the eastern American–Antarctic Ridge (AAR). The second subsection consists of a 400-km-long length of ridge between 10°E and 15°E. This stretch lies at an oblique angle to the regional spreading direction, resulting in a confused segmentation pattern and very low effective spreading rate. The third subsection, between 15°E and 25°E, was the focus of a detailed geophysical survey by Grindlay et al. [9] where SeaBeam multibeam bathymetry, magnetics, and gravity data revealed that the ridge consists of a series of short (~45 km) segments separated by non-transform offsets. The 720-km-long Andrew Bain FZ and 150-km-long Du Toit FZ, which were also studied in the survey of Grindlay et al. [10], significantly displace the trend of the SWIR and constitute a fourth subsection. Between the Marion and Gallieni FZs, the fifth subsection, axial depth is relatively shallow and the segmentation pattern is somewhat irregular. In contrast, offsets between the Gallieni and Atlantis II FZs, subsection six, may be traced considerable distances off-axis in the satellite gravity map (Fig. 1). Subsection seven, the portion of ridge between Melville FZ and the RTJ, is characterized by marked obliquity accommodated by second-order segmentation, and has been created since 45 Ma by eastward migration of the RTJ [11]. An increase in axial depth from 49°E to the RTJ, as well as a relative lack of fresh volcanic activity as seen in TOBI sidescan sonar images, likely reflects amagmatic extension [12–14].

The highly segmented nature of the SWIR in the vicinity of Marion and Bouvet provides a unique opportunity to explore plume–ridge interactions at an ultra-slow spreading ridge. Prior studies of plume–ridge interactions have often focused on systems with relatively straight ridges. For example, both the Galapagos/Cocos–Nazca spreading center (CNSC) and the Iceland/Reykjaness Ridge systems have been extensively modeled (e.g. [15–19]), yet the CNSC is offset by only a few major (>50 km) discontinuities near the Galapagos plume (e.g. [20]), and the Reykjanes Ridge south of Iceland is characterized by en echelon segments [21]. Long offsets in the SWIR such as the Andrew Bain FZ may exert important control on the dispersal of the Marion plume.
3. Gravity analysis

3.1. Data sources

The primary bathymetry data source of this study was the recently released GEBCO digital database [2,22]. The GEBCO-97 database offers the position of bathymetric contours with depth values spaced at an interval of ~1–2 km along the contours, which we projected onto a 5' grid (Fig. 2). The GEBCO-97 dataset, a compilation of accumulated shiptrack data from many sources, represents a major improvement in data coverage over any previous bathymetric database of the southern oceans. Note that shiptrack coverage is relatively dense along the ridge axis, especially near Marion and Bouvet islands (Fig. 2). To guard against overinterpretation of the GEBCO...
dataset, maps of gravity anomalies calculated using the GEBCO data (e.g., Figs. 3 and 5) were also projected on a $5'$ grid and all nodes lacking shiptrack control within a $15'$ radius were masked.

We extracted free-air anomaly (FAA) gravity data from the $2'$ grid spacing global database calculated by Sandwell and Smith [1] from declassified Geosat and ERS-1 altimetry (Fig. 1). Neu mann et al. [23] showed that the $3'$ grid that preceded the current $2'$ database is coherent with bathymetry to wavelengths as short as 27.5 km for the Mid-Atlantic Ridge between $31^\circ$ and $36^\circ$S. Similarly, Rommevaux-Jestin et al. [12] found reasonably good correspondence between shipboard and satellite FAA for wavelengths greater than 30-50 km for the eastern SWIR. We analyze this further below.

Sediment thickness data were extracted from a preliminary global database comprising digitized isopach maps gridded with $5'$ spacing [24]. Sediment thickness is less than 1000 m for most of the region. Maximum thicknesses occur within $5^\circ$ of the African margin (5000 m) and in the southeastern portion of Fig. 2, east of 50$^\circ$E and south of 60$^\circ$S (4000 m).

We used the digital age grid of Mueller et al. [3]...
for gravity thermal corrections (Fig. 1). Age error estimations for more than two-thirds of the seafloor in the area of study are \(< 3 \text{ Myr} [3]\). Errors of such magnitude would have little effect on the calculated thermal correction for RMBA, described below. For young (\(< 25 \text{ Ma}\)) crust, age errors of up to 5–8 Ma occur in isolated areas [3], such as the Bouvet FZ, the oblique section of ridge between 10°E and 15°E, and the Du Toit FZ. Such errors would translate to approximately 20 mGal in the RMBA thermal correction. Off-axis (\(> 25 \text{ Ma}\)), large errors (\(> 8 \text{ Ma}\)) are also associated with the seafloor around the Shona Chain and between the Shona Chain and Shaka Ridge [3]. Such crustal age errors could correspond to RMBA thermal correction errors of up to 25 mGal.

3.2. Data analysis

The free-air gravity map shown in Fig. 1 contains signals from seafloor topography, sediments, and crust and mantle density anomalies. To reveal the more subtle crust and mantle anomalies, we
subtracted from FAA the theoretical gravity effects of the water–sediment, sediment–crust, and crust–mantle interfaces assuming a constant density 5-km-thick model crust. The densities for seawater, sediment, crust, and mantle were assumed to be 1030, 2300, 2800, and 3300 kg/m³, respectively. The resulting MBA map is shown in Fig. 3.

The results of our MBA calculations are compared with those of the detailed geophysical survey of Grindlay et al. [9] along the SWIR axis between 15.5°E and 25°E (Fig. 4a). The MBA results of Grindlay et al. [9] were obtained using high-resolution multibeam bathymetry and shipboard gravity data that were collected in early 1996 and were not included in the GEBCO-97 database. Although differing in detail, the two studies yield intermediate- to long-wavelength trends that are very similar (Fig. 4a). To quantify this similarity, we applied lowpass filters with varying cutoff wavelengths to both profiles and...
determined the root-mean-square (RMS) difference between the filtered data (Fig. 4b). The RMS difference decreases quickly with cutoff wavelength, reaching a value of approximately 5 mGal for a cutoff wavelength of 125 km. This suggests that intermediate- to long-wavelength features, such as hotspot swells, are resolved reasonably accurately in the present study.

The second step in gravity data reduction was removal of the effects of lithospheric cooling. We calculated a three-dimensional (3D) mantle temperature field based on crustal age from the Mueller et al. [3] database. For computational ease, the plate cooling model [25] with temperature of 1350°C at the base of a 100-km lithosphere was used for crustal ages > 1 Ma, while the half-space solution [26] was employed for ages < 1 Ma. The gravity signals of this 3D mantle temperature field were then calculated and integrated down to 100 km depth to yield a theoretical estimation of the contribution of 3D lithospheric cooling to MBA (e.g. [27,28]), assuming a coefficient of thermal expansion of $3.5 \times 10^{-5}$ K$^{-1}$. An along-axis profile of the age-based thermal correction is shown in Fig. 6a. Subtraction of lithospheric cooling from MBA yielded RMBA (Fig. 5). RMBA re-
fects deviations in crustal structure and/or mantle temperature from the reference model. Areas with low RMBA may result from the combined effects of thicker crust, lower density crust, and/or higher temperature mantle than surrounding regions.

The Phipps Morgan and Forsyth [29] model, which calculates mantle flow patterns based on ridge-transform geometry, was not used to determine the thermal correction for several reasons. First, unlike the age-based approach, the Phipps Morgan and Forsyth [29] model requires constant spreading rate both along the ridge and over time, which is an assumption clearly violated here given the large area under consideration. Also, the crus-
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**Fig. 6.** Along-axis profiles of gravity thermal corrections calculated using (a) the age model and (b) the passive upwelling model. The age method assumes thermal cooling based on crustal age [3]. Mantle flow patterns in the passive upwelling model are calculated based on ridge-transform geometry, following [29]. The thermal structure resulting from the calculated 3D mantle flow field is then translated into density, assuming a coefficient of thermal expansion of $3.4 \times 10^{-5}$ K$^{-1}$. Finally, the FFT technique of Parker [45] is used to calculate gravity. The discrepancy in length between the two profiles results from orthogonalizing SWIR ridge segments and transforms before input into the passive upwelling code, a requirement of the Phipps Morgan and Forsyth [29] technique. Because the passive upwelling method takes into account the 3D nature of flow around transform faults, its predicted thermal corrections near long-offset transforms are broader than those calculated by the age method. However, the age method is more appropriate for the large area addressed by this study because it allows for non-constant spreading rates and can determine the gravity signal around a triple junction.
tal age method permits calculation of the 3D thermal structure for the BTJ and RTJ, which have more complex geometry than that allowed by the Phipps Morgan and Forsyth [29] approach. The use of crustal age rather than passive flow modeling for the calculation of thermal correction, however, may lead to an underestimation of the thermal effects associated with large fracture zones such as the Andrew Bain FZ, because the effects of reduced upwelling and lateral asthenospheric flow were not considered. For example, Fig. 6 shows thermal corrections calculated using both the age and passive upwelling approaches. The age-based method yields corrections that are much more localized around individual offsets, rather than the broader correction of the passive upwelling model. This effect is particularly pronounced for the closely spaced transforms around the Andrew Bain FZ. However, the maximum values of the thermal corrections at the Andrew Bain FZ are similar in the two models (Fig. 6).

4. Regional and along-axis gravity anomalies

4.1. Regional gravity patterns

MBA varies significantly in the western Indian Ocean (Fig. 3). The most positive value of MBA in the region, 272 mGal, occurs southeast of the Crozet Plateau (50.83°E, 52.58°S). The Kerguelen Plateau has the lowest MBA value, −321 mGal (at 69.08°E, 48.66°S). Prominent MBA lows are also found in the vicinity of all oceanic plateaus and hotspot features including Tristan, Walvis Ridge, Gough, Discovery, Agulhas Ridge, Agulhas Plateau, Madagascar Ridge, Del Cano Plateau, Crozet Plateau, and Conrad Rise. A broad, irregular low is roughly centered on the BTJ.

All prominent MBA lows persist in the RMBA map (Fig. 5), indicating that these MBA features are not artifacts of lithospheric cooling effects. The most positive RMBA values are found near the RTJ (294 mGal at 58.75°E, 30.67°S), along the AAR (276 mGal at 9.75°W, 57.92°S), and along the Andrew Bain FZ (274 mGal at 30.08°E, 51.25°S). The most negative RMBA values correspond to the Crozet Plateau (−231 mGal at 50.5°E, 46.2°S) and the Kerguelen Plateau (−294 mGal at 69.08°E, 48.66°S).

4.2. Along-axis gravity

MBA shows pronounced intermediate- to long-wavelength trends along the SWIR (Fig. 3). From west to east, MBA values increase from a regional low at Bouvet Island (−181 mGal) to a high at the Andrew Bain FZ (62 mGal). Similarly, MBA values increase eastward from a regional low near Marion Island (−124 mGal) to a high west of the Melville FZ. An along-axis profile of RMBA shows intermediate- to long-wavelength trends similar to those of MBA (Fig. 5). The lowest RMBA value west of the Andrew Bain FZ occurs near Bouvet Island (26 mGal) while the maximum occurs at ∼27°E (195 mGal). To the east, RMBA values generally increase from a low near Marion Island (40 mGal) to a high near the RTJ (∼200 mGal).

4.3. Marion

Strict definition of the amplitude and wavelength of the Marion axial gravity anomaly is difficult. Along-axis profiles show short-wavelength variations that are not observed along other hotspot-affected ridges (e.g. the Galapagos spreading center [20]) which may be a function of a number of effects, including the ultra-slow spreading rate, frequent ridge offsets, and relatively sparser data coverage. Broad MBA and RMBA anomalies bracket the central SWIR between the Andrew Bain and Gallieni FZs (Figs. 3 and 5). However, we advocate limiting the Marion plume’s eastern boundary to the Discovery II FZ, for several reasons. First, the ridge segment bounded by the dual-offset Discovery II transform faults has locally high MBA. Second, we postulate that the long-offset (350 km) Discovery II transform system is sufficiently long to displace segments to the east out of the range of Marion plume influence, an idea that we develop more thoroughly in a later section. The limited number of shiptrack crossings of SWIR spreading segments near Marion prevents us from assigning an anomaly amplitude.
To the west of Marion, a prominent RMBA high occurs in the vicinity of the Marion and Prince Edward FZs, and further to the west is the pronounced Andrew Bain FZ RMBA high (Fig. 7b). Local surveys of the segments between the Prince Edward and Marion FZs, and the Marion and Andrew Bain FZs, found evidence for extremely robust magmatism, uncharacteristic of slow spreading segments bounded by well-developed transform offsets [10]. It is likely that this robust magmatism is due to the Marion plume. For this reason, we interpret the Marion hotspot axial gravity anomaly to be between the Andrew Bain and Discovery II FZs. This yields an along-axis anomaly of 510 km without counting intervening transform offsets, or 1100 km including the transform faults. Meanwhile we attribute the axial bathymetric high and MBA low between the Indomed and Gallieni FZs to another source. Although the exact cause is unclear at this point, such bathymetric and MBA anomalies could be due to (1) the lack of significant offset in this length of ridge (Fig. 1) and thus less transform cooling effect, (2) remnant effects from the creation of the Del Cano Plateau, or (3) excess volcanism due to another off-axis plume source, such as the Crozet hotspot. However the latter option, linkage to the Crozet hotspot, would require a ridge-hotspot conduit of more than 1000 km from the Crozet Plateau to the SWIR.

Geochemical data, although sparse, also suggest that the Marion effect may be localized. For example, Mahoney et al. [30] noted that the SWIR immediately west of the Prince Edward FZ shows no plume characteristics: it has low $^{87}$Sr/$^{86}$Sr, high $^{143}$Nd/$^{144}$Nd, and low $^{206}$Pb/$^{204}$Pb. In contrast, the segment of ridge between the Prince Edward FZ and the Eric Simpson FZ is distinguished by low Ba/Nb and Zr/Nb, which are characteristics that Mahoney et al. [30] attribute to the Marion plume. These data limit the along-axis length of the geochemical effects of Marion to about 250 km. The adjacent ridge between the Eric Simpson FZ and the Discovery II FZ has high Ba/Nb, low $\varepsilon_{Nd}$, high $^{87}$Sr/$^{86}$Sr and unusually low $^{206}$Pb/$^{204}$Pb. Although Mahoney et al. [30] do not advocate the addition of this length of SWIR to the range of Marion geochemical influence, it is interesting to note that the spreading centers between the Prince Edward and Discovery II FZs show both pronounced negative RMBA anomalies and anomalous geochemistry. Further geochemical sampling and more shiptrack geophysical data will help to resolve some of the questions surrounding the Marion plume.

4.4. Bouvet

Employing isotope and incompatible element data, le Roex et al. [31,32] find evidence for ba-
salts related to the Bouvet hotspot along the SWIR from the BTJ to 14°E. Values of $^{87}\text{Sr}/^{86}\text{Sr}$ and $^{143}\text{Nd}/^{144}\text{Nd}$ are highly scattered from the BTJ to ~14°E, and Zr/Nb data suggest that enriched, transitional, and normal MORB are juxtaposed throughout the length of the affected region. Le Roex et al. [31] and Dick [33] suggested that since the ultra-slow spreading SWIR represents a relatively cold thermal regime, magma chambers along the SWIR are both small and short-lived, allowing the persistence of local geochemical heterogeneities originating from the Bouvet plume.

Gravity calculations, on the other hand, suggest a considerably more localized anomaly. A high-amplitude (~100–125 mGal) MBA low is found between the Bouvet and Islas Orcadas FZs (Fig. 7a), yielding an along-axis distance, excluding transform offsets, of 260 km. Another pronounced MBA low between the BTJ and Bouvet FZ, of ~75–80 mGal amplitude, is associated with Spiess Seamount, possibly also reflecting the Bouvet plume.

A long-wavelength gradient between the Shaka and Andrew Bain FZs is a pronounced feature of the axial RMBA profile (Fig. 7b). However, it is unlikely that this extended gradient should be attributed to Bouvet. Some component of the gradient is attributable to underestimation of the transform effect by the age-based thermal correction method, as compared to the passive upwelling-based method (Fig. 6). More important, limited rock dredging sampling of the section of ridge between 15°E and 25°E shows little or no plume influence [34].

It is interesting to note that there is a high degree of symmetry in plate boundary geometry between the SWIR and the AAR in the vicinity of the BTJ (Fig. 1). The relatively long-offset Bouvet FZ on the SWIR is the conjugate of the Conrad FZ on the AAR, while the Shaka FZ is analogous to the Bullard FZ. Spreading rates along the two ridges are also similar, with a 0.9 cm/yr half-rate for the AAR. In addition, le Roex et al. [35] found a juxtaposition of enriched, transitional, and normal MORB along the AAR to approxi-

Fig. 8. Axial bathymetric profile along the American–Antarctic (distances < 0 km) and Southwest Indian (distances > 0 km) ridges, from the data source of [2]. Positions of Bullard, Conrad, Bouvet, Moshesh (Mo), Islas Orcadas (IO), and Shaka fracture zones are indicated; BTJ is shown with a vertical gray bar at a distance of 0 km. Black dots show locations where shiptracks cross ridge axes.
mately 18°W. However, although spreading rate, ridge geometry, and geochemistry are similar, bathymetric profiles of the SWIR and AAR are not (Fig. 8). While both ridges show rugged topography, Bouvet Island and Spiess Seamount represent bathymetric anomalies along the SWIR that are not paralleled in the AAR. The geochemical similarity, but bathymetric discrepancy, between the AAR and SWIR may support the notion that geochemical heterogeneity is an inherent feature of south Atlantic mantle, independent of the Bouvet plume source. Another possible explanation of the discrepancy is that complex 3D mantle flow patterns associated with the BTJ may have redistributed the geochemical anomalies represented by the Bouvet plume over a broad area. Geodynamical modeling of upwelling in the vicinity of the BTJ would be necessary to evaluate this mechanism.

5. Hotspot tracks

A prominent linear RMBA low extends from Marion Island along the Madagascar Ridge (Figs. 5 and 9a). RMBA profiles taken along shiptracks across this roughly N–S striking low are shown in Fig. 9b. The profiles are aligned so that RMBA minima fall at zero distance. The location of each of these minima is marked on Fig. 9a and connection of the minima forms an off-axis trace of RMBA lows which follow closely the calculated hotspot track for Marion based on the plate reconstruction of Duncan and Richards [36], lending support to the association of thickened crust with hotspot tracks. In general, RMBA anomaly amplitude is greater for profiles on older crust than younger, which may suggest a decrease in Marion flux over time. However, other explanations are also possible. For example, seismic and gravity studies of the Madagascar Ridge (Fig. 1) suggest it is divided into two provinces, with strongly anomalous crust to the north of 31°S and more normal oceanic crust to the south [37]. Correspondingly, RMBA profiles 4 and 5, to the north of 31°S, are considerably higher amplitude than profiles 1 and 2, both south of 31°S.

Based on a plate reconstruction model of Morgan [5], Hartnady and le Roex [38] presented a solution for the Bouvet hotspot track that extends from southern Africa to the west of the Agulhas Plateau until its intersection with the northeastern Shaka Ridge (Fig. 9a). Hartnady and le Roex [39] also proposed an alternative track based on a single rotation about a 64 Ma pole (Fig. 9a). Connecting the local minima in along shiptrack RMBA yields a line that agrees well with the Morgan-based track for relatively recent times (< ~30 Ma) and is a little south and east of the Hartnady and le Roex [38] track for earlier periods (Fig. 9a).

Shiptrack RMBA anomaly profiles across the Bouvet track are shown in Fig. 9c. Interestingly, amplitude anomalies are relatively large for profiles 1–4 and 8 and 9, for the most recent and earliest time periods, respectively, but considerably smaller for profiles 5–7 (Fig. 9c). This result confirms Morgan’s [5] observation that portions of the Bouvet hotspot track lack bathymetric expression, suggesting at least three possibilities for Bouvet plume history, although other explanations are also possible. First, Bouvet may not rep-
resent a long-lived, deep-seated melting anomaly, but instead a more localized, shallow geochemical heterogeneity tapped relatively recently ($< \sim 30$ Ma) by the SWIR. In this scenario, little or no off-axis expression of the hotspot would be expected. Second, the flux of the Bouvet plume may fluctuate on 10 Myr time scales. Third, it is possible that there is a close relationship between Bouvet plume volcanism and a nearby triple junction. Martin [39] suggests that the paleolocation of the Bouvet plume was coincident with a triple junction at the Agulhas Plateau sometime in the range of 80–100 Ma (Fig. 9c). It may only be through coincidence with a spreading center, or a triple junction and its unusual mantle upwelling patterns, that the weak Bouvet plume develops a bathymetric or gravimetric expression. Further paleomagnetic reconstruction work detailing the position of the triple junction between 90 Ma and the present would be required to examine this possibility more thoroughly.

To the south of the SWIR, a linear RMBA low strikes NW–SE between approximately 3°E and 10°E, roughly mirroring the low anomaly to the north of the ridge (Fig. 5, inset). The easternmost portion of such conjugate lows, at approximately 10°E, may have been created when Bouvet-related volcanism first began along the SWIR (i.e. when the plume first started supplying material to the ridge). Taken together, the northern and southern lows form an RMBA ‘wake’ which converges on the present-day location of the plume, much like the Carnegie and Cocos ridges for the Galapagos plume.

6. Plume–ridge interactions

To examine the effects of ridge offset on ridge–hotspot interactions, we compare the Marion/SWIR and Galapagos/CNSC systems depicted in Fig. 10. These maps, which have the same scale, show that the Marion and Galapagos systems have roughly the same ridge–hotspot separation distance, 250 km and 200 km, respectively. However, the CNSC spreads at more than three times the rate of the SWIR (2.8 cm/yr versus 0.8 cm/yr half-rate, respectively). Further, over the region in

Fig. 10, the cumulative ridge offset along the SWIR is 1520 km, again approximately three times the CNSC cumulative offset distance (560 km).

6.1. Plume dispersion along a segmented ridge

Transform offsets may play an important role in ridge–hotspot interactions. Fig. 11 shows two possible scenarios for the ridgeward transport of plume material for ridge geometries that resemble the Galapagos and Marion systems: (1) diffuse plume dispersion (Fig. 11a,b), as suggested by the numerical modeling of Ito et al. [15–17], Ribe [18], and Ribe et al. [19]; and (2) channelized along-axis flow (Fig. 11c,d), following Morgan...
In the scenario of diffuse flow (Fig. 11a,b), a plume upwells vertically to a depth below the onset of melting, for a ridge with only a single, small transform offset. Dark gray circle represents the plume conduit, light gray shading depicts dispersal of plume material, arrows indicate plume dispersal direction, and thin black lines denote ridge geometry. Ridge segments with a plume signature are emphasized with thick, medium gray shading. The length of ridge affected by plume 1, or waist width, is $W_1$. (b) As in (a), but for a highly segmented ridge. Although the plume's lateral extent is the same as in (a), the resulting waist width $W_2$ is less than $W_1$. Note ambiguity in inferring plume dispersion from $W_2$, since both smaller (dashed) and larger (dash-dot) circles will produce the same $W_2$. (c) Schematic illustration of the channelized along-axis plume dispersion model for the same ridge geometry as in (a). Arrows indicate flow directed from plume to ridge, and subsequent dispersion along-axis, at depths within the partial melting zone. The resulting waist width is $W_1$. (d) As for (c), but for a highly segmented ridge. Note that long-offset transforms act as thermal and mechanical barriers and prevent along-axis dispersion, resulting in a $W_2$ that is less than $W_1$.

In the other end-member geometry of channelized along-axis flow (Fig. 11c,d), mantle flows directly from plume to ridge, with subsequent along-axis distribution within or above the melting zone. Here, transform offsets may act as thermal and mechanical barriers to along-axis plume dispersion. Longer offsets compartmentalize hotspot material more effectively than shorter discontinuities. In this case, the plume waist width is also related to ridge geometry, with waist width for a more segmented ridge always less than or equal to that of a straight ridge. Importantly, therefore, both the diffuse dispersion and channelized along-axis flow models imply that ridge segmentation acts to decrease plume waist width.
6.2. Marion and Galapagos

The present paucity of geophysical and geochemical data for the Marion region, and particularly the lack of seismic data, makes it difficult to distinguish between the diffuse and channelized plume dispersion models. Here we note that two prominent transform faults disrupt the SWIR in the vicinity of Marion, Andrew Bain (total offset of 720 km) and Discovery II (total offset of 350 km) (Fig. 10a). These transforms appear to bracket the along-axis MBA and RMBA anomalies for Marion (Figs. 3 and 5). Therefore, we postulate that these two transform systems are long enough to limit Marion’s waist width, or to act as ‘transform terminators’. We do not presently have enough data to conclusively determine if Andrew Bain and Discovery II limit Marion’s waist width by offsetting the SWIR out of Marion’s influence (diffuse plume model) or damming along-axis flow (channelized plume model).

In contrast to Marion, there are few significant ridge discontinuities along the CNSC near the Galapagos (Fig. 10b). No discontinuities greater than 35 km exist to the west of the Galapagos Islands, suggesting that the western half-width of the Galapagos anomaly reflects the original plume width. The eastern CNSC also has few discontinuities between the Galapagos Islands and ~85°W; however, a 110-km transform at 85°W may terminate the Galapagos anomaly. Taken together, the Marion/SWIR and Galapagos/CNSC examples illustrate the important influence of transform offsets in limiting the lateral extent of plume–ridge interaction at a variety of spreading rates. Since ultra-slow spreading ridges tend to be more highly segmented, the transform effect may be most pronounced along the SWIR. The effects of transform offset length and spreading rate on along-axis flow from a ridge-centered plume are quantitatively evaluated through numerical modeling in a separate study [44].

7. Conclusions

The main results of this study of ridge–hotspot interactions along the SWIR include the following:

1. The Bouvet hotspot, approximately 300 km east of the BTJ and 55 km from the nearest spreading segment along the SWIR, imparts a high-amplitude (~100 mGal) mantle Bouguer gravity anomaly low to the SWIR, implying considerable crustal thickening, anomalously warm mantle, or a combination of both. However, the Bouvet anomaly is quite localized between the Bouvet and Islas Orcadas FZs. In comparison, the Marion MBA low is broader, and likely limited to the stretch of ridge between the Andrew Bain and Discovery II FZs.

2. There is little off-axis indication of a Bouvet hotspot track in crust ~30–90 Ma, suggesting the possibilities that the flux of the hotspot changes with time, or that the hotspot melting anomaly is enhanced when it is close to a plate boundary. In contrast, a well-defined residual gravity low, striking north–south along the Madagascar Ridge, corresponds closely with published Marion hotspot tracks.

3. Long-offset transforms, characteristic of ultra-slow spreading centers, may play an important role in influencing ridge–hotspot interactions. Transforms may either act as thermal and mechanical barriers to along-axis plume transport, or displace ridge segments out of a hotspot-affected region. We postulate that the Andrew Bain and Discovery II FZs, with offsets of 720 and 350 km, respectively, act as ‘transform terminators’ for the Marion plume.
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